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Monthly Statistics
Calls For Service 63
Emergency Medical Service (EMS) Calls 45
Fire Calls 11
Service Calls 7
Smoke Detectors Installed 3
CO Detectors Installed 0
Department Summary to date 2021
Calls for Service 536

Ambulance Revenue
Calendar Year 2021 $ 190,720.26
Fiscal Year 2020‐21 $ 63,213.65
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Building Inspector Report-August

Building Inspector Report for September 2021

Permit Types

Permit Fee

Cost of Projects

Building Permits Issued – 9

$490.00

$67,500.00

Siding Permits Issued – 4

$200.00

$33,000.00

Roofing Permits Issued – 5

$250.00

$78,500.00

Demo Permits Issued – 1

$25.00

Utility Permits Issued – 1

$1,015.00

Total Fee’s for Permits

$1,980.00

Project Totals

$179,000.00

Working without a Permit

4

Still needing to Pay for the Permit ‐ 2

Nuisance Complaints

6

Hydrant Maintenance

13 Serviced

Hydrant Replacement

5 Scheduled

Hydrant’s Uploaded to 311

34 Every Hydrant that needed Replaced or had issues has been uploaded
To Mobile311 with picture and date it has been Serviced/Ordered

Automatic Aid/Mutual aid
Mutual Aid Given / Received
3 Fire Calls Camanche Assisted Clinton
1 Ambulance call we Assisted Clinton
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Training and Equipment
Hydrant Flushing/Hose Testing
During the Month of September, the
Fire Department staff flushed and
inspected 14 hydrants. This requires
removing all of the caps, opening the
hydrant and allowing it to run or flush,
then shutting the hydrant down and
replacing the caps. This is part of the
annual maintenance that is required
to maintain our hydrants in proper
working condition and ensure they
open easily. It does cause some
temporary discoloration of the water
but is a necessary to maintain our
system. Flushing has now been
completed and almost all 254
hydrants have been flushed. We will
be conducting some flow testing to
complete our work for the year.

During the Month of
September we tested and
inspected 800 foot of fire
hose. Each piece of hose
is removed from the truck,
pressure tested and then
hung to dry or reloaded on
the truck. This is done
annually per NFPA
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Training Continued

On September 8, 2021 firefighters utilized an abandoned house owned by AV
Transportation to train in overhaul, gaining access and Rapid Intervention Team (RIT)
Training.
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Training Continued

On September 15, 2021, we conducted Live Fire Training with
Customized Fire Training’s Burn Trailer. This training included
Camanche Fire Department Staff and 4 members of Clinton Fire
Department.
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Training Continued

We have now begun to implement and enter data for
commercial structures in the City of Camanche. This information
will be readily available for us to utilize during emergency
responses.
Since July 2021 implementation, members of the fire department
completed 139 Preplans for commercial buildings in Camanche
to the Phase 1 level. This includes basic fire flow requirements,
an aerial photo and hydrants needed for maximum fire load.
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Training Continued

August Training Hours
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During September Camanche Fire Department
conducted a drive thru Boot Drive for MDA. WE
held 6 collection days and raised $10,696.32

Lieutenant/EMT Jeff Hackney Reaches 30 years of Service with Camanche Fire Department
The Camanche Fire Department is proud to announce a 30-year service milestone for Lt. Jeff
Hackney. Jeff joined the Fire Department in August of 1991. He was promoted to Lt on
December 6, 2006 He is certified as an EMT and Firefighter I and II and Haz Mat Operations.
He has also served as the fire department’s Vice-President. He recently retired from ADM.
“Jeff has been a dedicated long-term member of this department. We started on the
department together 30 years ago. Jeff is one of 5 active members on the department with at
least 30 years of service. He has been a pleasure to serve alongside of.”
Fire Chief Dave Schutte
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MONTHLY REPORT
SEPTEMBER 2021
CAMANCHE POLICE DEPARTMENT

Monthly Statistics

Monthly Statistics

3 yr. Average

Self-Initiated Field Activity

Squad Miles Driven

4418

5763

Business checks

Calls for Service

836

831.5

Citizen assists

New Cases

24

29.9

Community policing

Ambulance/FD Assists

31

14.4

MV Collisions

5

5.9

Arrests

8

3.65

Traffic Stops

66

83.1

Citations

9

16.1

Suspicious subjects

Warnings/Memos

44

50.7

Suspicious vehicles

Mutual Aid

37

2.35

Traffic stops

SIFA Logged

494

593.1

Etc.

Foot patrol
Found property
Out with vehicle
School checks
Subject stops
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Investigations & Patrol


CAP21000169 – On 09/30/21 CAPD arrested Paul Edward Green (48) at a residence at 110 21 st Street,
Camanche on a Clinton County felony warrant for forgery and theft 4th degree.



CAP21000170 – On 09/05/21 CAPD took a stolen vehicle report from a resident in the 1100 block of 3 rd
Street regarding a stolen moped valued at $2000.



CAP21000171 – On 09/06/21 CAPD arrested Eric Brandon Cousins (38) on an out of county warrant
(Eldridge PD) for theft 2nd degree and burglary 3rd degree.



CAP21000172 – On 09/07/21 CAPD took a shoplifting report from a representative of Casey’s General
Store here in Camanche. The items taken were valued at approximately $40. The two suspects had left
the store prior to officers arriving but returned to the store later and were subsequently served no
trespass orders at the manager’s request. Casey’s General Store did not want to pursue criminal
charges.



CAP21000173 – On 09/09/21 CAPD took a burglary report from ITC for a company trailer that was
burglarized at their substation located at 3508 9th Street, Camanche. Items taken were valued at $500.



CAP21000174 – On 09/16/21 CAPD took a report from Camanche School District officials of a .22
magnum round that was located on the hallway floor outside the library. A review of surveillance video
identified a juvenile student dropping the round from a backpack while grabbing other items from inside.
A search of the student’s locker and vehicle by school officials revealed a vape pen and cannabis oil.
The student was subsequently interviewed about the item found in the hallway and cited for possession of
drug paraphernalia.



CAP21000175 – On 09/16/21 CAPD investigated a single vehicle car vs. deer accident on 7 th Ave north
of the IPSCO property.



CAP21000176 – On 09/18/21 CAPD was dispatched to the basketball court at City Park for subject
threatening everyone that appears to be high on something. Donald Joseph McManus Jr. (41) was
subsequently arrested for public intoxication and possession of drug paraphernalia.



CAP21000177 – On 09/19/21 CAPD facilitated an exchange of information for an accident between two
vehicles that occurred on Cedar Heights Ct property.



CAP21000178 – On 09/20/21 CAPD arrested Matthew David Keeney (37) on a warrant for failure to
appear on charges of driving while barred, possession of a controlled substance, and possession of drug
paraphernalia.



CAP21000179 – On 09/20/21 CAPD took a burglary/criminal mischief report from a representative of
Economy Coating Systems, 416 21st Street, Camanche, indicating that the main plant was broken into
and the break room vandalized.



CAP21000180 – On 09/22/21 CAPD took a report from a resident that resides in the Indian Village
Apartments who reported the theft of a patio table.



CAP21000181 – On 09/27/21 CAPD opened a report in reference to a nuisance property in the 600 block
of 14th Place.



CAP21000182 – On 09/27/21 CAPD opened a report in reference to a nuisance property in the 400 block
of 8th Ave.
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Investigations & Patrol


CAP21000183 – On 09/27/21 CAPD took a catalytic converter theft from a residence in the 400 block of
Middle Rd. The item was removed from a 2006 Forrest Georgetown motorhome and valued at $1800.



CAP21000184 – On 09/27/21 at 1814 hours CAPD was dispatched to City Park for a report of several
juveniles drinking alcohol, smoking marijuana, and talking about fighting. Officer sat in the area and
spoke with several juveniles but were unable to locate any juveniles involved. At 1859 hours Officers
were dispatched back to the area for a disturbance where subjects were observed brandishing firearms.



CAP21000185 – On 09/28/21 CAPD arrested Kasey David Ludvigsen (31) at his residence on a warrant
for failure to appear for driving while license denied, suspended, cancelled or revoked.



CAP21000186 – On 09/28/21 CAPD took a report from a resident in the 200 block of 16th Place indicating
the theft of a catalytic converter from their motorhome. The item is valued at approximately $1800.



CAP21000187 – On 09/28/21 CAPD attempted to stop a silver Honda Odyssey minivan for a headlight
violation. The vehicle subsequently fled and under the immediate circumstances the officer terminated
the pursuit per policy.



CAP21000189 – On 09/29/21 CAPD stopped a black Dodge Dakota truck for exhaust and brake light
violations. The driver, Ethan Aaron Bousman (23) was arrested on a Scott County Iowa warrant for theft.



CAP21000190 – On 09/29/21 CAPD was dispatched to address on Small Ct in Camanche for a domestic
assault. Denis Duane Hagge (64) was subsequently arrested for domestic assault 2 nd offense – w/intent
to inflict serious injury.



CAP21000191 – On 09/29/21 CAPD investigated an assault that took place between two juveniles at the
Camanche High School the previous day.
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Staffing

Hours
Vacation

100

Personal Time

0

Sick Time

10

Bereavement

0

Overtime

118.5

Comp Time Earned

26.25

ILEA/FTO Process
Officer Parks continues her ILEA Basic and is expected to graduate December 17 th.
Asst. Chief Lodge attended “Supervising the FTO Program” at Mobile Team Training Unit IV in East
Moline September 20th – September 21st.
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Training & Equipment

In-service training for this month consisted of
stop stick (tire deflation devices) training &
rolling roadblocks, taught by ISP driving
instructors Josh Oliver and Ben Erwin.

Officers were instructed on their design,
safety considerations when deploying on
different types of vehicles, safe and
unsafe locations to deploy from, radio
procedures, and actual deployment on a
moving vehicle. Camanche PD does not
currently have policy that allows for rolling
roadblock techniques but officers were
trained in the event that they are involved
with ISP Troopers when ISP utilizes the
rolling roadblock and how our officers
need to coordinate and respond.

Officers completed storm spotter training that facilitated
Camanche PD’s obligation to the Clinton County Hazard
Mitigation Plan. Final meeting on this overall plan will be Oct 6th.

Cpl Elliott completed the FBI-LEEDA Master PIO school to assist
in improving our communication with the community.
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Training & Equipment
Vehicle Close Quarters Combat Training (VCQB)
Historically 60% of law enforcement involved shootings occur in and around vehicles and last on average of 8-10
seconds. VCQB is focused on positional shooting and a critical look at how law enforcement has historically fought in and
around vehicles. Officers are required to push the boundaries of traditional cover and concealment utilizing 16 points of
cover on various vehicles in a true 3D environment. Adrian’s Auto here in Camanche supplied the three vehicles at no
cost to the department!! Drills incorporated different weapon platforms engaging threats in, around, over and under
vehicles. Because of the extra safety involved in a live fire 3D environment officers previously trained in several drills
utilizing “blue” training weapons and Simunition weapons before graduating to live fire exercises.
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Community Outreach / Social Media
Community Outreach
Resident, Heidi Heckner donated $50 to the “The Friends of the Camanche Police Department” 501C3
non-profit.

Social Media
With the increase in catalytic converter thefts in eastern Iowa and western Illinois, Cpl Elliott posted
several associated informational pieces. Clinton County has seen a slight rise in vehicle thefts as well
and Cpl Elliott posted about safeguarding tips.
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Misc.
Building Maintenance
The six base cabinets for the Corporals Office have come in. I met with Frary Lumber on September 28th
at 9:00 for them to take measurements for the installation of the countertop. The U-shape desk design
will allow for up to three workstations.

Patrol Vehicles
Karl Chevrolet was contacted about the delay with our new patrol car that was ordered last September.
Asst. Chief Lodge was advised that expected delivery should be about 30 days.

We have entered into a discounted car wash program with to assist us in preventing repeated sewer drain
backups/clogs in the PD garage bays, to improve our patrol car maintenance, and to maintain our
professional image with the community. Hugunin Sewer & Plumbing handled the two drain clogs in
August at a cost of $119 and this has been an ongoing problem.

Policy Updates
No policy updates for this month.

